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After the Iranian regime suppressed the December 2017 uprising - though centers of
resistance are still active - the Axis wastes no time to take their next step towards
regional hegemony. The objective is first to contain US/Israeli interest in Syria, then
destabilise and finally - after they have been weakened enough - crush US-allies.
Astana was created to establish a new power-center for the Middle East, which will
eventually replace the US and its allies. The Axis understands well, that the West is a
shabby  house  of  cards.  They  know  well,  that  they  can  fool  and  bribe  Western
politicians. They know well their  red lines are just hollow statements, manufactured
by the state-capitalist nomenklatura in batch-production.

The Turkish regime is out of its mind and calls everyone, who doesn't support its
aggression on Afrin a terrorist. Turkish security is raiding houses of individuals for
single tweets protesting the military aggression in Afrin. According to media reports
around 700 citizens have already been detained just for opposing the war on Afrin.1

AKP  internet  trolls,  Turkish  media  and  pro-Turkey  analysts  produce  non-stop
propaganda  and  spread  disinformation.  Prominent  pro-FSA propagandist  Charles
Lister - who is regarded by the whole academic-think-tank-world as scholar - exposes
closed social media accounts of Kurdish activists to the public, de facto inviting MIT
and Turkish fascists world-wide to punish and suppress Kurds, who dare to speak
out. The Turkish regime still claims, that there are no civilian casualties in Afrin, while
Western  politicians  support  the  aggression  tacitly  by  talking  non-sense  about
“legitimate concerns” - newspeak for NATO-Jihad on Kurds.

The grotesque truth is that one of the last not devastated and massacred regions of
Syria is being destroyed right now, not by Assad-regime or Hezbullah or Al-Qaida,
but by NATO-member Turkey. Not enough, this NATO-member is openly calling for a
holy war on Afrin and is propagating Jihad not only in Turkey but also among Turkish
diaspora in Europe. According to K24 the head of the Turkish Directorate of Religious
Affairs – Diyanet – visited the front and praised Turks for their resolve to “sacrifice“
their „very own existence“ for „faith, flag, and homeland”. The “highest level of Jihad“,
he added, „is the armed struggle“.2 Diyanet also ordered Turkish mosques to cite
aloud the 48th chapter of the Quran - Surah al-Fath (the chapter of Conquest) - every
night  until  victory.  German  public  TV  exposed  how  German  children  in  Turkish
mosques were forced to pray for victory of the fascist Turkish regime and the Dutch
government started investigations against Turkish mosques in the Netherlands for
praising Jihad and spreading war propaganda.3

While media and public in the West are critical of AKP-fascism, the nomenklatura is
unable to confront the Turkish Jihad-regime because agents of appeasement still sit
comfortably  in  the  corridors  of  power.  A  NATO-member  declaring  Jihad  and

1 https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/middle_east/the-latest-turkey-detains-786-for-syria-offensive-

criticism/2018/02/19/c6837ee0-1557-11e8-930c-45838ad0d77a_story.html?utm_term=.4506d9b8d3b5
2 http://www.kurdistan24.net/en/news/01274f26-9a5a-4479-8989-0967194d82ad
3 http://www.kurdistan24.net/en/news/7f240cdb-cb82-467d-911f-81ce7fa74cb8; https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=SQgT18T7r64
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brainwashing  Turks  in  Europe  with  martyr-propaganda  doesn’t  bother  the
establishment  living  in  their  dumb  bubble.  Senior  officials  across  the  political
spectrum in  Germany and Austria announce their  wish  for  normalisation with  the
Anti-Zionist  Jihad  regime  in  Ankara.  Austrian  FM  Kneissl,  tied  to  the  far-right
Freedom Party,  -  the very same party  has declared for  years  their  opposition to
political Islam – calls for Austrian-Turkey rapprochement and invites Cavusoglu to
meet the Viennese Lipizzan.4 The biscuit was finally taken by Tillerson, who not only
confirmed US approval for the creation of so-called “stabilization areas” in order to
resettle refugees – a phrasing that can be easily interpreted as US green-light for the
Afrin  campaign -,  but  also declared Turkey and USA were  “sharing precisely the
same objective” in Syria.5 

Turkey’s objectives in Syria were no secret. Turkish premier Yildirim boasted via all
available channels his goal to resettle 350.000 Syrian refugees in the Afrin-region.
Despite the fact that hundreds of thousands inhabitants and refugees of the Syrian
civil war already live there and Afrin is known to be a Kurdish-majority region since
centuries AKP-regime declared to give Afrin back to its “real owners”. Thus publicly
announcing plans for a campaign of ethnic cleansing.6 While main-stream media and
politicians try hard to avoid the  controversial topic,  i.e. talking about Turkish war-
crimes, news of Turkish and Jihadist atrocities at Afrin slowly trickle to the public.
Haaretz reported of a gruesome video showing Jihadists mocking a dead Kurdish
female fighter:

“»Man, she’s pretty«, one of the Syrian fighters can be heard saying in the shocking
video posted last week on social media. The »pretty Woman« is Barin Kobani. That’s
not her real name, it’s the nom the guerre of the female Kurdish fighter in the People
Protection Units, which are trying to stop the Turkish invasion of the city of Afrin in
northern Syria. […] »That’ s our revenge against the pigs of the PKK«, says one of
the  fighters  in  the  video  as  he  takes  a  selfie  with  Barin’s  half-naked  and
dismembered body.  Her  bleeding internal  organs are  exposed,  and the  men are
overcome with happiness.”7 

Journalists on the ground, SOHR, video and photo evidence confirm mutilation of
dead fighters, mistreatment of prisoners and non-Muslim Ezidi  Kurds, extrajudicial
killing of fighters and civilians. The whole extent of the atrocities is unclear as is the
fate  of  imprisoned  YPG/YPJ-fighters.8 Turkish  state  agency proudly  declared  the
“neutralization”  of  more  than  3.500  “terrorists”.  The  conditions  for  civilians  and

4 https://diepresse.com/home/ausland/aussenpolitik/5382639/Kneissl-fuehrt-Cavusoglu-die-Lipizzaner-vor
5 https://translations.state.gov/2018/02/16/secretary-of-state-rex-tillerson-and-turkish-foreign-minister-mevlut-cavusoglu-at-a-

press-availability/; https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/turkey-and-the-us-agree-to-move-forward-not-dwell-
on-past-differences/2018/02/16/96ea2a58-6d07-4d58-830b-b02ecdbe4a87_story.html?utm_term=.e4dd2c30df97
6 https://www.facebook.com/TheRegionOrg/videos/315275705663231/; http://www.syriahr.com/en/?p=86871
7 https://www.haaretz.com/middle-east-news/syria/syrian-rebels-celebrate-gruesome-murder-of-female-kurdish-fighter-

1.5790928
8 http://www.syriahr.com/en/?p=85463  ;   https://www.facebook.com/heuteplus/videos/1942307779114794/  ; 
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refugees  were  worsening  day  by  day.  Bombing  of  infrastructure  disrupted  water
supply for civilians, medical supplies are running out and the NATO-Jihad regime
started bombing Afrin hospital.9 Hundreds of civilians were killed by arbitrary Turkish
air-strikes and shelling. Kurds and minorities are also scared because of attacks by
Jihadists  on  civilians.  Several  propaganda-videos  show  NATO-partners  at  Afrin
searching for non-Muslim minorities. In one video Jihadists interrogate elderly about
the  details  of  Muslim-prayers  in  order  to  identify  Ezidi-Kurds.10 Another  footage
published  by  SOHR shows  NATO-partners  threatening  to  behead  non-Muslims.11

Afrin was one of the last (if not the last) shelters for Ezidi-Kurds in the Middle East.
As an ancient non-Muslim minority,  conserving remnants of the pre-Islamic Middle
East, Ezidi Kurds have always been a target of terror and mass-murder. According to
Kurdish journalists more than 20.000 Ezidi-Kurds lived in Afrin. As for now all Ezidi-
villages of Afrin were conquered by the NATO-Jihad army. The Ezidi-Kurds escaped
into Afrin city, their fate after the retreat of the Kurdish forces in unknown.12

While Kurds in Syria are heading towards a genocidal constellation, FSA and pro-
Turkey propagandists in the West are omnipresent to point the finger on the sins of
the Kurds. In Germany leftists and antifascists are outraged because of attacks by
Kurdish militants on Turkish institutions and radical mosques, they probably would
also have protested  Herschel  Grynszpan's  attack on Nazi-diplomat Rath in 1938.
Lunatic Kyle Orton - former darling of the think-tank-world - is convinced that YPG is
damaging  Afrin  on  purpose  in  order  to  blame  Turkey.  Others  accuse  Kurds  of
ridiculing Nazi-terror by presenting themselves as victims of genocide. Anyway such
efforts are a waste of time. The Western nomenklatura is poised to stand by Turkey.
As  of  now it  is  not  absolutely  clear  whatever  reasons  these  appeasers  imagine
behind their own decisions. Of course EU trade with Turkey is a big part of it, but I
doubt this is a sufficient explanation.

The  West  has  no  sense  of  history,  the  attacks  in  Paris,  Nice,  Berlin,  London,
Barcelona, and Manchester are forgotten. The West has forgotten how those attacks
scared the shit out of us, as civilians, even children, were killed in Europe by ISIS-
supporters  and  commandos.  It  is  known  that  the  commando-attacks  were  partly
coordinated in ISIS-territory, where ISIS trained attackers:

“American military and intelligence analysts are combing through the documents and
electronic data recovered in Manbij, hoping to add to their growing knowledge of the
rosters of Islamic State fighters and to help identify, locate and attack fighters in Syria
and Iraq. In a speech Wednesday at Fort Bragg, N.C., Mr. Carter described Manbij

9 https://www.nytimes.com/reuters/2018/03/16/world/middleeast/16reuters-mideast-crisis-syria-afrin-hospital.html
10https://twitter.com/Mekut_Mallet/status/974263827029250048/video/1
11 http://www.syriahr.com/en/?p=86559; http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/middle-east/syria-civil-war-assad-regime-

turkey-afrin-kurds-eastern-ghouta-us-allies-militia-a8252456.html
12http://www.jpost.com/Middle-East/Yazidis-who-once-fled-ISIS-now-flee-Turkish-offensive-545262; 

https://www.facebook.com/NadiaMuradBasee/photos/a.597333717089894.1073741828.597323487090917/1026221210867807
/?type=3&theater
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as  »a key transit point for external plotters threatening our homelands. And there
we’re already beginning to gain and exploit intelligence that’s helping us map their
networks of foreign fighters.«”13 

More than thousand SDF-fighters -  most  of  them Kurds – died fighting ISIS and
attacking the terror-centers. The West waited after Kurds and Arab allies liberated
and secured the former ISIS-capital Raqqa, then the Turkish regime got green light
from Trump-administration, Russia and EU to attack Afrin. Just a few weeks after
Kurds had finished the dirty, bloody and lethal work, USA and EU threw them under
the  bus.  Of  course  these  lines  don't  make  sense  for  the  average  politician  and
analyst.  For  them  everything  is  about  Turkish  “legitimate  security  concerns”  -
newspeak  for  their  collaboration  with  NATO-Jihad  –  balancing  interests  and
geostrategy. 

“The  State  Department  and  Pentagon,  meanwhile,  reticent  to  see  hemorrhaging
U.S.-Turkish ties decline further,  split  hairs:  They explain  their  support  for  Syrian
Kurds is limited to areas where the YPG (or Syrian Defense Force, of which the YPG
is the dominant portion) fights the Islamic State, but that the United States is under
no obligation to help the same groups where they live elsewhere in Syria. There are
two problems with that sort of hairsplitting: First, while it may pass for sophistication
in Washington [☺], no one is fooled in the real world. They see the United States
abandoning a partner in time of need. The cynicism this breeds throughout the region
can be corrosive.“

The Western genius living in his iPhone-comfort-bubble has finally lost his mind. The
Kurds try to save principles of the French Revolution and the West thanks them by
sending  NATO-beheaders.  For  the  modest  thinker  it  is  enough  to  sit  in  the
conference-hall and listen to great speeches how to counter radical Islam, Iran and
bring  freedom  to  the  Middle  East.  Asking  how  this  alleged  strategies  will  be
implemented and how things actually develop on the ground already surpasses the
West's cognitive horizon. The fact that nations, parties and movements in the Middle-
East, who support freedom and the West, and oppose Sunni and Shia Jihad, are
constantly led down by the West and left to the mercy of death-squads doesn't bother
the wicked geostrategist.  So the propagandists keep on calling to the people of the
Middle East to stand with the West, to stand with Israel against Iran, against radical
Islam, against ISIS, while the Jihadist NATO-member throws the corpses of killed
Kurdish fighters in the trenches.14 Experts mind. 

13 https://www.nytimes.com/2016/07/28/world/middleeast/us-intelligence-isis.html
14   https://twitter.com/Caki__/status/969901984630308869
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The aim of Russia and Iran is to force Syrian Kurds to acknowledge their rule and to
obey. Therefore the Russians handed the Syrian Kurds an ultimatum to disarm and
give Syrian regime full control of Afrin or face Turkish jihadists. FSA-propagandists in
the USA and Europe have told us for years, that PYD/YPG is under direct command
of Assad and Iran, but contrary to the Kirkuk-crisis Syrian Kurds have made no deal
with the Iranian axis. Therefore they got punished via Turkey. This will drive a wedge
between the West and the Kurds and so they will be neutralized as a pro-Western
force step by step with support of the mentally corrupt West. 

Of course,  Turkey won't stop at Afrin. In the near future it might attack Manbij and
later even Qamishlo, Sinjar and Qandil. Thanks to Trump-administration, Russia and
EU  AKP-fascism  is  now  in  a  good  position  to  challenge  Israel  regarding  the
Jersualem embassy move. Shadows of an escalation in summer 2018 can already
be seen.  Erdogan,  not  Iran,  will  lead the Anti-Zionist  campaign, though Iran may
follow. The overwhelming majority of Israeli Jews support the Kurds and despise the
Turkish regime, but it seems the Israeli government didn't much to help the Kurds.
Iran won again: strategic Afrin conquered by Anti-Zionist Sunni regime, Ghouta will
soon be in hand of Assad, another strategic blow to Kurds against a downed drone
and some shattered batteries. Afrin is part of the Anti-Zionist project as was Kirkuk.
The leaders of the Anti-Iran camp(s) and their petty plans will end in the dustbin of
history.
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